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The research presented in this paper concerns the patterns on a finite set 9 obtained by 
considering the supports of functions in a positive cone of functions having domun 9. The :;et 
of all such patterns is called a p.c.i. pattern system. The work in this paper 1s a study of 
construction procedures for obtaining p.c.i. pattern systems from known p.c.i. pattern systems. 
Further, the problem of decomposing a pattern in a p,c.i. pattern system into smaller patterns in 
p.c.i. pattern systems is considered. The paper also contains some examples of these construc- 
tion and decomposition techniques. 
The work in this paper is a continuation of the authors’ research as presented in 
121. For this work, let p1 denote a positive integer and % =(x1, x2, . . . 9 x,,} a set of 
rs distinct points. Denote by [%, R] the set of all real valued functions with 
domain %. Thus, [%, R] is a vector space under the usual operations of addition 
and scalar multiplication. 
Let V be a subspace of [Q?, R] and gP=(f~ Vlf(x)>,O for all XE%}. We assume 
throughout his paper that span 9 = V. Any nonzero function f in 9 is called an 
assignment. These assignments can be used to indue patterns on S by considering 
their supports, ]fl = {X E % If(x) > 0). The set P of all such patterns is called a p.c.i. 
pattern system. Under the inclusion relation, the p.c.i. pattern system 9 becomes a 
partially ordered set, which we denote by 9(Y). 
In [2] it was shown that 9(Y) is in fact a special type of lattice which was called 
ideal complemented. The results presented in [2] concern the structure of the 
lattice 9(Y). The major working tool in that investigation was the notion elf space 
transformation. For this, let W be a subspace of V so that 
(1) WnY=={O}, and 
(2) for each pair of assignments f and h in 9, there is a positive number A and 
gE W so that f=Ah+g. 
The existence of such W was argued in [2]. 
The nonzero functions of W are called chains. These chains found their use in 
characterizing the atoms of 9@‘) as well as being used in obtaining all other 
patterns, in a p.c.i. pattern syste 
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The purpose of this pillper then is to continue the study of p.c.i. pattern systems. 
In particular, the problem of cclnstructing p.c.i. pattern systems from a given p.c.i. 
pattern system is considered. A second prob1e.m which will be studied is the 
decomposition of a pattern, in a p.c.i. pattern system, into subpatterns which also 
belong ‘to p.c.i. pattern systems,, The paper is concluded with a section introducing 
the notion of pattern cut set and using this notion in the investigation of the 
structure of patterns in p.c.i. pattern systems. 
For the reading of this paper, the reader is assumed to be familiar with the 
technical language, as well as some of the results, given in D]. Hence, a complete 
dictionary of the technical language used iw this paper will not be piesented here. 
1. Comtructing p.c.i. pattern systems 
In this section, we consider the problem of constructing p.c.i. pattern systems 
from a given p.c.i. pattern system. Gener; Ily speaking, a part&u&~ pattern P9 
from a p.c.i. pattern system 9, is chosen. The p.c.i. pattern system 9 is then shown 
to induce various p.c.i. pattern systems on ~&sets of P. We show that two such 
p.c.i. pratterr: systems are induced on subsets of P in a natural way 
For the first of the p.c.i. pattern systems, let f~ Sp so that IfI = P E 9. Let 
V*={hE VllhlcP), spr= -[~EY”II~~~P} and WI-{gE Wj\hl~P)_ The follow- 
ing relationships exist between VI, 9r and W,. 
Leuunal 1.1. VI is an ordered vector space of fu ncfions with positive cone 9, where 
span 9, = VI. Further, Wr is a subspacc of VI so that 
(1) WI fW, = {O}, and 
(2) fi3r ea& pair of assi,nments h and k in Spr there is a positiue ;rzuvnbet h and 
g E WI so that h = hk + g. 
Proof * That VI is an ordered vector space of functions with positive cone 9’r is 
easily shy n. To see than span sPI = VI, pick h E VI. Let f be an assignment so that 
\f\=P. Take y>@ so that f-AhaO., Then f-yh=kESPr. Hence, h= 
y--If-- ,y-‘k. Thus, it follows that span 9r = VI. 
For the final statement of the lemma, (1) is easily shown. For (2), as Ct and k are 
assignments in 9’ there is a positive number A. and g cs W so that tl = kk + g. Now 
since IklI = IAk a- g1 E P it foilows that lgl G I? Hence g E WI from which (2) follows. 
This then ccncludes the lemma. CI 
As a consequence of this lemma, it is seen that any result concerning V, 9 and 
W can be applied to C :, 9, and WI. As another consequence of this lemma, we 
have the foliouqing. 
~~~IBI 1.1. The p.c.i. pattern system induced’ by YL is 
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We call *r the incZz4si0n p.c.i. pattern system associated with P. 
The second p.c.i. palttem system constructed in this section is now given. 
Consider the quotient space V/V, = V-,,. For the sake of notation, for each 
he V, set ii= h+Vre V,,. 
Lerrnma 1.2. V, is a patially or&red uector space. 
Proof. For the proof, we show that the relation a defined on V, by & 2 & if and 
only if h,(x) 3 h,(x) for each x E %?- P is a well defined partial order. For this, 
suppose that fi =fz, j& = g2 and fl a &. NOW fpfi+ul and g2 = gl+uz where 
ul,~)+ VI- Thus, f2--g2=fi .gl+(ul-u2). Since \u,-u~\sP, it follows that for 
all x E 918 - p, fib) - g,(x) = fib) - gl(x) 3 0 and so f2(x) B g2(x). Thus, the relation 
a on V, is well defined. 
It is easily seen that 2 is both reflexive and transitive. For antisymmetry, 
suppose that fI a f2 and f2 2 &. Then for x E F& -9, fi(x) 2 f2(x) and f2(x) 3 fi(x). 
Hence f*(x) = f2(x) for all x E % -$E Thus, fi -f2 f V’ which gives that fI = f2. 
From the above arguments then, V, is a partially ordered vector space. El 
Now denote by Sp, the positive cone of V,. Our characterization f YD follows. 
Lenmra 1.3. SP,=(k &,I there is a k& with k~9j. 
Prxf. Suppose first that 6 E V, and f 2 0. Then h(x)2 0 for all x E %-I? Pick h 
sufficiently large so that h +AfM’. Now, as fE VI, k = h+Af is such that k= G. 
Conversely, suppose there is a k E Sp so that k E K. Thus, there is a g E VI so that 
k + g = h. Hence h(x) = k(xjl for all x E c&-P. Hence h” E sPD. c1 
Patterns can be obtained from YD by proceeding as follows. 
With each g E V’ we associate the function g :(&-P + R defined by g(x) = g(x) 
for all x E % - P. of course jj is uniquely associated with the coset g since g = h’ in 
VP if and only if g(x) = h(x) for all x E %- P. Thus the set of these associated 
functions is a subspace of [%‘- P : H] which is order isomorphic to V, and so we 
identify V, with this subspxe. 
For 2 E Sp,, define 16\= I hl - P. From the foregoing remarks, it is clear thait the 
support of h’ is well defined., with this notion of support we: have the following. 
. The p.c, i. pabj’ern system induced by sPD is 
We call 9,-, the diferenctz p.c.i. pattern system associated with I? 
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For n transformation subspace for !&,, consider 
WD= g E [%+ P: R] 1 there is a g E W with g(x) = g(x) fIor all 
XE%?--P and c g(x)=0 . 
x EW-P I 
That W, is a transformation subspace for sPD follows. 
Lenuma 1.4. Suppose Pf % Then 
(1) w,n9,={0}, dlnd 
(2) for each pair of assignments h’ and E in YD there is 22 positive nwmhet h and 
&z W, so that ff=AE+g. 
Proof. First note that W’={g E W 1 zXECB+ g(x) =cI) is a subspace of W so that 
dim W = dim W’ + 1. Thus, if g, and g2 are in W - W’, then there is a number X 
and g E W’ so that g, = Ag2 + g. 
Now let k’ and h’ be assignments in sPD so that k and h are assignments in 9. 
Then there are positive numbers Al and A2 and chains g, and g2 in W so that 
k = A,f+ g, and h = A2f+ g,. Thus, k’ = & and k = g2. Mow, by the previous 
armment there is a number p and a g E W’ so that g, = @g2+ g and thus 
& =&j2+g. Hence f=pk+g. Finally if PfO, then g(x)<0 for some XE%‘-P. 
Hence, p > 0 from which the lemma follows. 0 
A study of this lemma shows that other choices of W, could also be possibie. 
The particular W, given in the lemma was chosen clue to its simplicity. 
We conclude this section with two examples of this construction Iprocesses. 
Example. Consider a network iV with nodes a,, a2, . . . ! a,, with aI the source and 
u,, the sink. Let u,,+~ be a node different from al, a2,. . . , a,, band add to the 
network the arcs GL, a+,), (L?,+~, k), (~n+~, aI) and (aI, u,,+~). See Fig. 1. 
This graph then becomes a strongly connected diagraph and hence by 
12, ExampJ~ 4.51, can be induced by a positilfe cone of a vector space V. Let 
p = Na19 an+l), (%+,, a,), (a,,, ‘z,,+~), (a ,,,, a,,)}. Then SD has as atomic patterns, 
the set of elementary circuits in IV as well as all eleme:ntary paths from a1 to a.,,. 
a1 
Fig. 1. 
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A variant of this example follows. 
Let G denote a minimally unil2.ttxal graph. From [l] it is known that 
the structure of G has the form shown jn Fig. 2 where each S, is a minimally 
strong digraph and Sl, S,, are singletons. 
By applying the proced;lre of the previous example it can be seen that this 
diagraph can be induced by a positive cone of some vector space V. Further the 
p.c.i. pattern system is as that of the previous example. 
0 = S, 
s, 
/+J_ . . . _*._zn 
Fig. 2. 
2. The structure of p.c.i. patterns via decomposition 
In this section, the structure of a pattern PEP is studied by decomposing this 
pattern into smaller patterns belonging to some p.c.i. pattern system. These 
smaller patterns will be obtained through *&e use of various equivalence relations 
defined on P. These equivalence relations arise in the folllawing eneral manner. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Y={C1, t&. . . , C,)S?‘? For each EE%?, define ReExE as 
HOLLOWS. A pt~i~ (x, y) E R if end only if x = y OY there is ct sequence Ci,y Cb, . . . , C4 
in Y with C’i, c E for k = 1,2, . . . , t, SO thai x E Ci,, Ci, n Ci2 # @, 
Ci,nCi3#89***9 C4_, n C4 # 9, and y e cc. Then R is an cquiualence r lation on E. 
Three: special such equivalence relations are now studied. 
For the first equivalence relation, consider Y = {PI, ,Pz, . . . , Pm \ Pk is an atomic 
pattern for k = 1,2, . . . , m}. For each E C_ %f define R as in Lemma 2.1. We call 
the equivalence classes, for this equivalence relation, assignment blocks. 
Theorem 2.1, Let E c %. Then there are assignment blocks B1, B2, . . . , Br so that 
E=B,UB2U l -* U B, where for each k, either Bk is a pattern OY Bk is a singleton. 
Further, if B is a,ny assignment block of E, then PI = {P c B 1 P E 9) is a p.c.i. 
pattern system for which B is Q pat%em. 
As an example of this equivalence relation consider as the set of atomic 
patterns the set of all elementary circuii digraphs with vertices in T, a finite set. 
AS was shown in [2], this set is a p.c.i. pattern system. For this p.c.i. pattern 
system, suppose (3 is a pattern and 
G = 
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\ where each & strongly connected. Then for i # i, Bi and Bj carp share at most one 
j’ertex. 
For the second equiv;iJence relation, consider the trc*nsformation subspace W. 
Let 
’ Y=(C&&. , C, \ C, is the support of an iJ,Lomic chain in w). 
For each E S-I%? define R as in Lemma 2.1. We call the equivalence c!asses chain 
Mocks. 
It should be remarked that different transformation :S IbIspaces lead to different 
sets Y. Thus, we stipulate that W will denote a fixed transformation subspace 
throu4ghout this work. 
By noting that Y is a matroid, a characterization of the chain blocks can be 
gr Jen. 
Lemma 2.2. Let E E %. Suppose I3 is a chailr block of )I: which is not a singleton. 
Then, for each pair x, y E B tI2ere is a chain 5 E W so that x, y E 191 E B. 
Proof. Given in 15, p. 5211. El 
By applying tire: equivalence reMion R to subsets of %’ yields the following. 
theorem 2A Lk!t .I? E (e. Then there are chain block s RI, B2, . . . , & so that 
E = B, U Bz LI - l l U B,. 
Proceeding now to show that the chain blocks are themselves patterns for a 
p.c.i. pattern slystem, let P be a pattern. Further, let VI, 3, and WI be clefined as 
in Section 1. 
A lemma is required. 
Lemma 2.3. Let f be an assignment in 9’2 so that 1 f I= P. 7%e4 for each k E VI there 
is al nunrber A and g E WI so that k = Af + g. 
Proof. As VI = span sPT it is possible to write k = plfi - &j$ where fi and fi in Spr 
with PI and & nonnegative numbers. Ft.uther, as WI is a transformation subspace 
there are numbers AI and AZ, functions g, and g, in Wr so that fl = h,f + g, and 
fz I= A2f + g,. Thus, k = (PA - P2A2)f +(PIgI -- F2g2h As ipIg1 - kg2 E W,, the re- 
sult follows. u 
Based on this result, we now show that the chain blocks of 3. pattern are 
themselves patterns of a p.c.i. pattern system. 
eorem 2.3. L,et P be a pattern and Bk any chain bloc;i, of I? 7Tzelrz 
9,=(I’iiCIBk Il>,GP and PiEp} 
is a p.c.i. patient system 
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hi,bibf. bt v,l Bk = {q with domin Bk 1 there is an h E V, such that h(x) = q(x) for 
all x E B,}. L,et fi be an assignment SO that \jJ = Pi s P. Set qi(X) = fi(#> for all 
xEBk.ThenqiEV~j~ andq, >O. Further, Itgl=PifI& and hence Pi ~IB~E$&. 
Converbly, consider q G V, [ Bk so tfiat q *O. Thu&, there ‘is an h ‘k VI’ so &at 
h(x) = q(;r) for each x E I$. Now write h = xf + g where A is a number, f E 5p1 and 
g E WI. Using 12, Lemma 2.41 write g = g, + * . . + g, where gk E W, is an atomic 
chain for each k. Suppose, without loss of generality that 
h=f+(g,+ l -* +&)+(&+I+ .‘. +g*) 
where I&/s& for ‘1Sksr and fgkln&=@ for r+l~k<rr~ Consider h’= 
V+g1+ l l l -t gb. As B, is a chain block, k’(x) = q(x) for all x eBk. ‘Ne now argue 
cases. 
Case 1. A > 0. In this case h’ 3 0 so that as 11’ ESp,, 141 =lh’( n Bk = Pi f7 Bk 
where Pi = lh’l. 
Case 2. A = 0. In this case q = h’ = g, + gz+ l l l + g E W,. As there must be an 
x E Bk so that h’(x) <(I), this leads to a contradiction. 
Case 3. A (0. For this case, write g = g, -t g2 + l l l + g,. Pick any x E Bk. Now 
0 G q(u) = hf(x) + g(x). Thus, as ‘Af(x) >O, g(x) > 0. As x was arbitrary, g E 9,. 
But, as g E W1 it follows that g = 0. Hence, h’ = Af. Now as h’(x) >O for at least 
one x E B this leads to a contradiction. 
Thus, only case 1 can hold and hence (si n & 1 Pi S P and Pi is a pattern} is a 
p.c.i. pattern system. LJ 
As an example of t!his equivalence relation consider the set of patterns obtained 
as follows. Let S(9) == (it x IC nonnegative matrices with specified row and column 
sums). From S(9), the sets Y, V and W can be obtinined. Here, the atomic chains 
are the chains as given in [4]. Thus, for this pattern system, if P is a pattern and 
P=BiuB2U l -. U B, where each Bk is a chain block, 
then each Bk is covered by overlapping chains. Further, if i # j then Bi and Bj can 
share at most one common row or one common column. 
The final equivalence relation developed in this section is based on the 
following n, _isi? c!bf connected sets. 
A set K is said to coiicecc x if and only if there is an atomic chain g so that 
x E Igl and ;gi - x SE K. Using this definition, we defined corznected sets construc- 
t ivcly. 
(1) If x E%, then {x} is connected. 
(2) If g is an atomic chain and XG \gj, then lgl- x is connected. 
(3) If AK’ is a connected set and K connects X, then K-t- x is connected. 
(4) If K is connected and g is an atomic chain with 3,: cs 191 SO that lgl - x 
connects x E K, then (KU I& --3d is connected. 
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For the equivalence relation, consider the set ‘Y = (C,, Cz, . . . 9 &} of con- 
nected sets of % For each E G % define R as in Lemma 2.1. We call the 
equivaience classes, for this equivalence reMion, connected blocks. 
The first lemma shows that connected blocks are in fact connected. 
Lemma 2.4. If Ii and M are connected und H i7 K+ 8. then H U K is connected. 
Proof.. See [3, p. 1311. c3 
Frolm this lemma we c;m add the following corollary. 
Cewollllary 2.1. lf E G Ce and B is a connected block of E, then B is connected. 
As in the previous relations, this equivalence relation provides a decomposition 
theoj-em. 
Theorem 2.4. Ix? E E %. Then there are connected Mocks B1, &, . . ,, , B, of E so 
that E = B1 U B2 U l l l IJ B,. kzgher, if &, &, . . . , & are connected blocks of 
cl(E), then r = s (2nd there is a pwwtation w of (1, Z!, . . . , P} so that Bn(kj c: pk. 
Proof. ‘The proof of the first part of the theorem is obvious. For the second part 
we proceed a$ follows. If xRy in E, then xRy in cl(E) SO that if Bi f\ pi # 8, then 
Bi G pi. 
I\hw suppose x, y E E with xRy in cl(E). We show :cRy in E. Let C G cl(E) be L 
connected set containing x and y. The proof follows by induction on card(C-E). 
If card(C - E) = 0, then xRy in E. Thus, suppose that if .xRy in cl(E) and 
C c; cl(E j is connected, contains x and y, and card(C -E) < i, then xRy in E. Now 
suppose xRy in cl(E) and there is a c\onnected set C E cl(E) which conntGns x and 
y with card( C - E) = t. As t a 1 there is a z E C - E. As z E cl(E) there is ;in atomic 
chain g so that z E )gj c E + z. Hence lgl- z c E and Igl- z connects .z f C. Thus, 
bY (3 KUlglI- z is connected. Further x and y are contained in (63 W 1g1) - z and 
ca.rd(( C U 1 gi - z) - E) c t, so by the induction hypothesis xRy in E. Hence the 
theorem follows by induction. 17 . 
We now proceed to show that the connected blocks of a pattern are themselves 
patterns of a p.c.i. pa.ttern system. 
Tlreom,em 2.5. Let P be a pattern and Bk a connected block cf P. Then 9k = 
j Pi n & I Pi G P and Pi a pattern) is a p.c.i. pattern systewe. 
Proof. First note that chain blocks are connected sets, hence if K is a chain block 
of P and K n Bk f $9 then KG Bk. Thus, Bk is partitil3med hy &&I Mocks in P. 
‘Suppose then that Bk = UKi6Rt & where Ki is a chain block of P. ‘I?us, by the 
proof of Theorem 2.3 it follows that !?& is a p.c.i. pattern system. CJ 
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This then concludes the introduction of the types of equivalence relations, and 
hence blocks, that are used in this work. For the remainder of the paper, the word 
block shall bc; used to denote an assignment block, or a chain block, or a 
connected block. The notation & will denote the pattern system associated with 
the block Bk. 
From the above work it is seen that if P is a pattern and P= 
B1UBzU ’ l l U B,, where each Bk is a block, then for any pattern P’E P it 
follows that P’nB, is a pattern in pk. In fact, the converse is also true. 
Tborem 2.6. Let P be a patter-r! and P = Bl U B2 l l l U Br, where each Bk is a 
block. For each k, let Pk be a patfem in gPk. T&n PI U P2 U l l l U P, is a pattern. 
Mf. If the blocks are assignment blocks then the theorem is obvious, hence we 
pt’ove the result for chain blocks and connected blocks. 
For this, let f be an assignment so that IfI = P. For each k, let h, be an 
assignment so that Ihk \ n Bk = Pk. NOW by [2, Theorem 2.2] there is a sequence of 
atomic chains g,, g2, . . . . gt so that f+gl+***+~~O for s=l,2, . . . . t and 
f+g1+ l ** +& = h,. NOW suppose without loss of generality that lgkl G I$ for 
k=l,2,..., w; and tgklnB,=$3 for k=w+l,...,t..Now, f+gl+ l . . +g,= 
fi a 0 and Ifi\ n B, = P1. Now suppose an assignment fi has been constructed so 
that ifi1 n Bk =Pk for k=l,2,..., s. Then, by again using [2, Theorem 2.21 there 
is a sequence of atomic chains g,, g2, . . . , g, so that f1 + g, + l l l + gj 20 for 
j=l,2,..., t and fi +gl+ l l l + g, = h,,,. Now again let jg& B,+l for k = 
1,2,... ,~andl~1nB,,~=~fork~w+l,...,t.~enfi+g,+.~.+g,=~~+,~ 
0 and Ifi+t\M3,=P, for k-1,2,,.., i + 1. Hence, by induction an atomic 
assignment j” can be found so that \$I n Bk = Pk for k = l,2, . . . , r and hence 
\fJ = P, U P2 U l - l fI P, is a pattern. El 
Using this result we can show that tile blocks of a minimal pattern are in fact 
minimal patterns! themselves. 
COPO&KY 2.2. Let P be a minimal pattern and P = B1 U BP, U l l 9 U B, where each 
Bk is a block. Then I& is a minimal pattern for the pattern system pk. for 
k=l,2 ,..., r. 
E%o&. Suppose that Bi is a block and ,Bi is not a minimal for the pattern system 
pi. Then there is an x E Bi so that Bi - x is a pattern for the pattern system 9i. But 
now P’ = (\J k p1 &) U (I$ - x) is a pattern by the previous theorem. But P’ = P - x 
which contradicts that P is a minimal pattern. Hence the corollary follows. q 
the work to this point P = U B2 U B,. could 
such that = 1 hence card - card This trivial of 
would be a decomposition result. Hence our now provides 
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some decomposition results which guarantee that the cardinality of the block is 
smaller than the cnrdinality of the pattern. 
Theorem 2.7. Suppose P is a minimal nonatomic pattern. iA g be an atomic hain 
so that lgl c P. I&en there is a subpattem P’Q so thai P = P’U lgl and P’ = 
B, U&U * l l U B block partition of P’. Further, lgl f3 cl(&) = lgl f3 Bk for each k. 
Final& each Bk is a minimal pattern in the system pk. 
Proof. L:t f be an assignment so that IfI = P. As P is not atomic there is an 
atomic chain g so ths!t lgl c P. Let cy be a scalar so that f-erg 30 with If- agl= 
P’sP. Thus, P = P’ U Igj aQd of course P’ = B, U B, U l 9 l U B, where each Bk is a 
block. 
For the second part, suppose there is an x E I gl fl cl(B,) with x E cl(&) - Bk. 
Now there is a chain q so that x E 141 c Bk + x. Set f - cwg = Choose y that 
x#\f+h--yql. Thus for 
P is a we conclude that 
lglnBk 
P’ and P minimal pattern then is a 
Bk is a in the pattern 
A similar proof yields the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.8. Suppose P is a minimal nonatomic pattern. Let h be an atomic 
a.vigrtment so that (h\ c P. Then there is a subpattem P’sP so that P = P’U lhl and 
P’=B,UB& .-- U B, a block partition of P’. Further I h I 17 cl(&) = (it 117 Bk for 
each k. Finally, each Bk is a minimal pattern in the pat&m system 9$. 
These theorems then show that a minimal pattern P is composed of smaller 
minimal patterns which are constructed into P by adding an atomic 
atomic pattern. Some further relation between the block!; of P and the atomic 
chains or atomic patterns can be seen as follows8. 
Tbeoaem 2.9. Let P be a minimnl nonatomic pattern. Let P’ be a largest pattern so 
thaf PW. 73en there is an atomic chain g and an atomic assignment h :w that 
P = P’UlgI ard P=P’U(hl. 
. Let f and f’ be assignments o that IfI = P and IfI =: P’. Now in the lattice 
of pattLer;\s, [2], P is above P’. Hence, as shown in [2] there is an atomic chain g 
md an atomir;: assignment h so that P = P’ Ulgl and P = P’U lhl. 0 
Thir; theorem then states that if T G P-P’ thetil no proper subset of ‘J’, saly S, is 
WCE. that P’ U 16 is a pattern. Thus in order to corlstruct a pattern frssm I,he blocks 
of Y’. all the points in T are required. 
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The above results then complete our study on decompositions of patterns. In 
the next section the concept of pattern cut is developed as a working tool to 
further analyze patterns. 
3. TAe stnrctme of p.c.i. patterns vfa pattern cut13 
In this section the notion of pat?tern cut is introduced and studied. It is shown 
that pattern cuts can be used for the construction of patterns and for the 
composition of patterns. For this work, let 9 be any p.c.i. pattern system. For any 
setTc~,letP,=UQwhereQE~andQnT=pl.Tisapattemcutfor~if 
cl(&) # V. If T is a pattern cut and no proper subset of T is a pattern cut, then T 
is said to be a pattern cut set for 9. 
We first present several properties of pattern cut sets. We then investigate 
constructions and demmpositions of patterns via pattern cuts. 
Let T be a pattern cut set for 9 and let P be any pattern in 9 s’-,‘ch that 
P n T= $9. Thus, cl(P) # %. A natural question arises as to whether or not cl(P) 
contains any of T. This is answered in the negative in the following *theorem. 
Moreover, we find this result to be a very useful working tool for e “rl ablishing 
further properties of pattern cut sets. 
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a pattern cut set. ‘ITzen for each pattern P, P n 7’ = (b if and 
only if cl(P) n T = $4. 
Proof. Since P c cl(P), cl(P) f7 T = fl certainly implies P t7 T = 9. Conversely, sup- 
pose cl(P) 17 T# $I, say P 4 s is a pattern where s E T. Since T is a pattern cut set 
there exists a pattern EE: such that R n T= {s) and cl(R) = %. Now there are 
assignments fp, fR, f, such that 1 fpl = P, 1 fR I= R and s E Ifs 1 SE P-t s. Then 
fR + @fp - AL is an assignment such that IfR + pfp -A& I= R UP-s for p suffi- 
ciently large and h. properly chosen. Thus R U P- s is a pattern. Since s E cl(P) 
and cl(P) G cl(R \j P - s), s + R U P - s c cl(R U P - s) which means that R c 
13 UP c cl(R UP -s), i.e., cl(R UP- s) = %L But this is a ~37 ‘;adiction since 
(RUP--s)nT=f3. 
From these remarks the theorem follows. q 
If T is a pattern cut, but not a pattern cut set then there exists some fin T such 
that T- x is a pattern cut. We now locate son;e of the elements of T which can be 
discarded. 
Tkorem 3.2. If T is a pattern cut and there exists an x in T such that for each 
pattern P containing x it follows that card(P 17 T) 22 then ‘F-x is a pauem cut. 
roof. Let Q be a pattern such that Q r?O=-x)= @. If QnT=@ then cl(Q)#%. 
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If Q n Tf 8, then Q n T = x and so by hypothesis Q n (T- x) # jJ which yields a 
contradiction. Hence it can be concluded that ‘I’-- x is a pattern cut. Cl 
Tn the next sequence of results we obtain two characterizations of those pattern 
c!:ts which are pattern cut sets. Our first characterization is given in the following 
theorem. 
‘l%eorem 3.3. Ler T be a pattern cut. T is a pattern cut set if #and only if for each x 
in T, there exists a patten, Q such that Q n T = {x} ad cl(Q) = %f. 
Proofi. If T is a pattern cut set then for each x in T, T-x is not a pattern cut. 
Hence, by definition, there exists some pattern Q such that Q n(T-- X) = fl and 
cl(Q) = %. If :C is not in Q, then Q n T = $9 and thus cl(Q) f %?. Thus Q n T= (x} 
and cl(Q) = %. 
For the converse suppose T is not a lpattern cut :;et Then for some x in T, T-X 
is a pattern cut. But then for each pattern Q such that Q n (T-X) = $9, cl(Q) #V. 
From this contradiction the result follows. q 
Wf- +A’ : *t-n to our second characterization of those pattern cuts which are also 
r atte, r: I / ?’ P. We first note that for any pattern cut T, %?- PT is also a pattern 
c it cont~ XJ T. If T is a pattern cut set, the containment is proper. 
Le.lll~la 3.1, If T is a pattern cut set, rhen TGq?- &. 
Proof. !? 1 +pose T = % - P,-. We first show th(at cl(&) = P’ For this let T1 = 
V - cl(K, f @ Then, as PT s cl&), ‘T1 5: T. Suppose T1 # T. Now, by definition 
pT, = clU$) and hence cl(&) # %. Now as T1 $ T it follows that T is not a pattern 
cut set. This gives a contradiction from which it follows th’at cl&) = &. 
Now, since T = % - PT = %‘- cl(P,), for any Ipattern P such that P$iP=, card(T n 
P) 2 2. Pick any x E T and consider T- x == TX. Now, by definition, PT. = U P such 
that P n TX = @, hence PT. = Pp Thus, d(P+.) = IA(F~) # %f and hence TX is a 
pattern cut with T’ST. This gives a contradiction from which it is concluded that 
T # 55 - P-*-. fJ 
Based on tiii(; lemma, our characterization follows. 
3.4. Let T be a pattern cut, PT - U Q where Q is a pattern such that 
TnQ=fil Let KC%?-PT. Then T is a pattern cut set if and only if K - T+ fl and 
for each x in 7: fm each y in K - T, there exists an (atomic pattern P such that y E P 
and PfiT=(~-j. 
Suppose T is a pa.ttern cut set. Then from the pretii,‘ous lemma, K - Tf $9. 
~kw kt x be ark itrsry in T. Since T is a pattern cut set, th,ere is some pattern Q 
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such that Q n T = {x}. Consider PT U Q. NOW cl(& UQ) = %, hence for y in 
K - T, P= U Q + y is a pattern. Thus there -exists an atomic pattern F containing y
and PsP,UQ+y. Now as PnK#@, it follows that Pf?T#& hence PnT={x}. 
For the converse, assume T is not a pattern cut set. Then for some x0 in T, 
T - x0 is a pattern cut. Hence for each y in K- T, there is an atomic pattern PY 
such that y E P?, and P,nT={x,). LRt E=UP, for ~EK-T. Then 
(&U@n(T-xd)=$!I and consequently cl(&U@#%?. Since K-TSR, 
PT U (K - I’) G cl(I?= U .@. Hence %I? - T G cl(P, U Is). Now let x E T= By hypothesis 
there is an atomic pattern P with P n T = (x}. Consequently, cl(P, U E) = %” From 
this contradiction the result follows. •I 
As an example, let 9 be the 1p.c.i. pattern system generated by all elementary 
circuit digraphs with vertices in V, a finite set. Let V = UfE1 Vi be any partition 
of these vertices, The collection T of all arcs having one endpoint in the class VI 
and its other endpoint in the class t 2, is a pattern cut. The subset TO of 7’ 
consisting of just those arcs with initial vertex in VI and terminal vertex in V2 is a 
pattern cut set. 
This completes our discussion of the properGeE. of pattern cuts and the 
characterizations of pattern cut sets. We now show that the notion of pattern cut 
can be used as a tool to construct patterns as well as to decompose patterns. For 
the construction we have the following results. 
Theorem 3.5. Let K c 92. If there is no pattern cut 1’ such that Tn K = fl, then K is 
a pattern. 
Proof. Suppose K is not a pattern. Then for some x in K, there exists an atomic 
pattern P containing x and P$ K. Let P, = [J P, P is an atomic pattern containing 
x and let T = P’ - K. T is not a pattern cut since TTP K = $. Thus there exists a 
pattern Q such that Q n T = $8 and cl(Q) = v”, Hence Q +X is a pattern. Moreover 
(Q+x)nT=@ d an so without Ioss of generality WC take x in Q. Hence there 
exists an atomic pattern P’, P’ G Q with x in P’. But P’ G P,, hence, P’ $!k K SO that 
there exists y in P’, y not in K and thus in T. But now y E T and y E Q, a 
contradiction. Hence K is a pattern. 0 
For the decomposition of patterns via pattern cut sets we have the fohowing. 
Theorem 3.6. Let T be a pattern cut set for the p.c.i.. pattern system 9 and let P be a 
patim in 9 sarch that cl(P) = V. Then % = cl(&) U K where $$ T$k K and 
cl(P=) f7 K = 9. AZso K is Q pattern for some p.c. i, pattern system. 
final sentence follows from the fat: that K = %’ -cl$.) is a difference pattern and 
hence by Theorem 1.2 is a pattern in a p.c.i. pattern system. 0 
This paper is the second in a sequence of papers concerned with combinatorial 
patterns which can be induced by positive cones. The first paper [2] gave a partial 
characterization of the lattice of such patterns. This ppper then dealt with the 
problem of constructing such patterns, as CNeli as the problem of decomposing 
these patterns into smaller patterns. 
The total work of these papers is to develop some algebraic results on the 
structure of p.c.i. patterns. The p.c.i. pattern systems unify some of the well 
known classes of combinatorial structure!: [2]. These classes include fully inde- 
composahle matrices, irreducible matrices, sets of matrices with fixed row and 
column sums, strongly connected digraphis, unilateral digraphs, and network 
problems. The decomposition results obtained in Section 3 and Section 4 show 
that ail p.c.i patterns can be constructed in the same manner. Further, all minimal 
p.c.i. patterns show ihe same structure. Hence, these results provide a common 
structure for nearly decomposable matrices, minimally stron,gly connected di- 
graphs, etc. The work in these papers further provides some general tools, such as 
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